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HINTS TO TONING
INTRODUCTION
Fotospeed toners have been specifically designed for the toning of black and white
silver based emulsions. This applies to both film and paper. The toning process involves
the conversion of the black silver within the print to another metallic compound.
When correctly toned, the image will be chemically stable. Toners such as Selenium
and Gold are ideal for archival permanence techniques.
Toning techniques are carried out after the print has been fully fixed and washed and
are therefore performed under normal daylight conditions. If, as in the case of an old
print, you have any doubts as to wether it has been fully fixed and fully washed, then
refix and rewash before proceeding. Toning is very much in the creative domain of the
user. When toning it is important to observe the shift of colour in the print. Times
given in the instructions should therefore be used as a guide only.
Fotospeed toners are available as liquids and fall into two categories. Two bath
working solutions i.e. ST20 Vario Sepia Toner, ST10 Non vario Sepia Toner and GT20
Green Toner, and single working solution toners i.e. PALETTE Toner, 20 Blue Toner,
RT20 Copper/Red Toner, SLT20 Selenium Toner and AU20 Gold Toner. In the case of the
two bath toners the print is bleached first and after a short rinse, toned in the second
bath. The print can be bleached for as little or as long as the user requires. Full
bleaching of the print, ie., when the whole image has virtually disappeared, will allow
the pure colour of the toner to be reproduced in full. Partial bleaching of the print will
leave black silver in the image and therefore give the final tone a darker colour due
to the underlying silver still in the print. In the case of single working solution toners
the bleaching and toning processes are simultaneous. To arrest the toning process the
print is removed from the toner and washed. As with all these techniques it is the
user's personal preference which is paramount. After any toning process only good
washing is required, there is no requirement for fixation.
CHOICE OF PAPER
Fotospeed toners are suitable for all silver based emulsions. There are many types and
makes of photographic paper available and all are suitable for toning provided there
is silver in the print. (It should be noted that some Black and White Prints produced
commercially in colour laboratories will have used a special B&W paper that goes
through the RA4 colour process. These prints will be silverless after processing and
therefore will not be able to be toned. Watch out!) Each paper will have its own
inherent characteristics according to how they have been manufactured. As a result
each paper will produce a slightly different shade, depth and quality of tone.
Resin coated variable contrast papers are the most popular and readily available. The
plastic coating makes them easy to handle and they will require minimal (2 minutes)
washing times. The lightweight emulsion coating and plastic coating means that they
may require longer toning times and will produce less tonal vibrance than fibre based
papers.
Fibre based papers absorb toners well and produce rich hues. They require less toning
time but infinitely more washing and more careful handling than resin papers.
Graded papers will vary according to the grade. The higher the grade the stronger the
tone.
Variable Contrast Papers have a complex structure of emulsions for the toner to
penetrate and will require greater toning times.
The higher the silver content within the paper the better the quality of the toned
image.
Which ever paper is used, it is important that all prints are well fixed and washed
before toning. Handle prints carefully as any mark or blemish in the print will be
exaggerated in the toning process. This is particularly important when using blue
toner.
IMAGE DENSITY
Sepia Toner ST20 and ST10 Sepia Toner should return the image to the density of the
original print. Therefore no additional print density is required. Where very fine detail
in the highlights does not return it is most likely due to the solution being too cold.
• Blue Toner BT20, particularly when used to obtain a dark blue, can add density to
the image. If a final toned image of “normal” density is required, the image of the
original print for toning should be sufficiently lighter to compensate for the gain in
density during the toning process.
• Conversely, the Green Toner GT20 and the Copper/Red Toner RT20 have a reducing
effect on the image density during toning. The image prior to toning should be
sufficiently darker to compensate.
• Selenium Toner SLT20, being a true selenium toner, will add contrast to the image.
The final effect will show a crisping of the black areas and an increase in contrast of
approximately half a grade.
• Gold Toner AU20 should be treated as per Sepia Toner.
SPLIT TONING
Options for toning are not limited to just the use of one toner per print. Split toning
is a technique whereby toners of different colours are used sequentially to allow more
than one colour to react with the image and create a blend of colour. The technique
requires the reduction of time in the first toner (in the case of sepia then a reduction
of time in the bleach), leaving sufficient untoned silver for a reaction with the
subsequent toner. Choose a subject with good tonal range. Split toning is not an exact
science. Results can be a little unpredictable but as a general rule, the highlights will
take the colour of the first toner, the shadows the colour of the last toner and the mid
tones in the area of the “cross over” a mixture of each. Extending the time in the first
toner will push the “cross over” further towards the shadows with more of the first
tone appearing in the highlights and mid range and visa versa. Always wash the print
well when transferring from one solution to the next.
SPLIT TONING SUGGESTIONS
Follow the instructions for using the toners but reduce the time in the first solutions
to 25% of that required for a “normal” toned print. Wash the print well prior to
immersing in the second toner. Leave in the second toner until the required effect is
seen then remove and wash.
• Sepia then blue produces sepia highlights with blue shadows and green mid range.
• Copper then blue produces mauve, mauve blues and blues.
• Sepia then Selenium produces brown purples.
• Selenium then Gold produces purpley blue mid tones.
• Blue then Selenium produces blue shadows and buff highlights.

Fotospeed
B+W
Papers
see end of sheet

GENERAL HINTS
Make up sufficient solution to allow the print to be fully emersed in the toning
solutions. If there is insufficient solution toning will be uneven. Continuous agitation
will keep the solutions moving across the surface of the print and prevent localised
exhaustion of the toner. Once toner concentrates have been mixed they will begin to
oxidise in the open dish. The greater surface area exposed to the air the more rapid
the oxidisation will be. Concentrates will keep in tightly capped bottles so it is better
to make up smaller quantities of working solutions as required.
Toning often produces a ‘scum’ on the surface of the print which is not noticed until
the print has been dried. To ensure that scum does not appear on the dried print it is
advisable to rub the surface of the print during the final wash with either wet cotton
wool, kitchen towel or a J cloth making sure that the print is on a flat surface during
rubbing. Return the print to the wash before drying.
Contamination of solutions can cause disappointing results. Always take meticulous
care when toning and ensure that all equipment is clean before use. Chemical residues
in dishes can contaminate solutions and produce inconsistent results. Rinse prints in a
water bath when moving from one solution to the next unless otherwise stated as this
will help to prevent cross contamination and improve the life of the toner. Follow the
mixing instructions carefully.
Always follow the health and safety guide lines with each kit. Wear impervious gloves
and/or use tongs when handling prints in the solutions. Work in a well ventilated
room.
Fotospeed PALETTE TONER is a new multi toner kit with three colours - Yellow, Blue
& Red enabling a range of colours and hues to be achieved through the split toning
process. Each colour is a single solution with an activator liquid being added to the
toner to start toning. Palette toner offers a huge range of colours that are totally
different to the traditional toners shown here.
Fotospeed ST20 SEPIA TONER is an odourless variable toner that will produce a

wide range of sepia tones. ST20 is a two bath sepia toner supplied as a three part
concentrate. Part 1 is the bleach which dilutes with water to form a working solution.
Part 2 is the toner which dilutes with water to make the toner working solution. Part
3 is the additive which gives the toner solution the shade of sepia. This concentrate is
added directly into the toner working solution. The quantity of part 3 added to the
toner solution will vary the sepia colour from yellow sepia through to dark chocolate
sepia. If too much part 3 is added to the part 2 working solution the sepia hue will be
so dark brown that the print will have the appearance of a black and white print. For
full information on this toner see the relevant section of this booklet.
BLEACHING
ST20 bleaching solution will slowly remove the image from the print. The solution will
begin bleaching the highlight areas first and then move into the shadow areas until
the image has been almost, though not completely removed. Where the image has
been bleached the toner will redevelop the image in the chosen shade of sepia.
Bleaching can be stopped at any time by removing the print and rinsing in water. The
amount of bleaching the image receives will alter the final effect of the toned print.
The more the image is bleached the purer the hue of sepia will be. The less time the
print is bleached the more black silver will remain in the image and therefore the sepia
will have a more black hue. Fotospeed bleaching solution has been designed to act
slowly so that the bleaching times can be carefully controlled. If you require more
rapid bleaching, add less water when diluting.
TONING
The part 2 toning solution once diluted to working strength will need to be activated
by a small amount of the additive. To achieve a yellow sepia only small quantities of
part 3 should be added. The more part 3 added the darker the sepia shade.
Fotospeed BT20 BLUE TONER is an odourless single bath toner which is supplied in
three concentrates. These concentrates are mixed with water and then combined in
the dish to make a single working solution. A variety of blue tones can be achieved by
varying the suggested dilutions of the concentrate and by varying the length of time
the print is left in the solution. Full toning will occur after about 10 minutes depending
on the density of the print. Once full toning has taken place remove the print from the
solution and rinse in water.
A blue toned print can be further enhanced by intensifying or reducing the blue tone
using working solutions of Fotospeed PD5 Print Developer and Fotospeed FX20 Fixer.
Instructions for these techniques are given in the relevant section.
Blue toned prints will have an overall yellow stain on removal from the toner which is
particularly apparent in the white areas of the print. This stain will disappear with
washing. Any stubborn stains related to blue toning that do not wash out in the
running water can be removed by either passing the print quickly through a weak salt
solution (approximately 1 tablespoon diluted in half a litre of water) or wiping a swab
of cotton wool soaked in print developer across the effected areas. Always rinse the
print thoroughly and allow to dry naturally.
If any residual scum remains on the print after washing, this can be removed by
rubbing the print with a piece of cotton wool containing 80% solution of acetic acid.
Give the print a quick rinse and allow to dry naturally. Good washing cannot be
overstressed with blue toner. Ideally tone past the point you want to be and wash the
print back. Prolonged washing will regenerate the blue tone to black and white which
can be very effective for getting a really clean, crisp blue tone.
Fotospeed RT20 COPPER/RED TONER is an odourless single bath toner which is
supplied in two concentrates. The concentrates are diluted with water and combined
in the dish to make a single working solution The shade and depth of copper/red tone
can be varied by the altering the suggested dilutions of the concentrates and by the
length of time the print is left in the working solution. Full toning will take
approximately 10 minutes. Once toning has been completed the bleach elements in
the solution will continue to attack the image but no further change of colour will
take place and the image will gradually reduce in density.
The copper /red toned print can be further enhanced by intensifying or reducing the
colour using working solutions of Fotospeed PD5 Print Developer and Fotospeed FX20
Fixer. If a copper/red toned print is placed after washing into sepia toner (no need to
bleach first) a reddish sepia tone will result.
A Copper toned print once toned and washed can be placed in a working solution of
Fotospeed PD5 Print Developer as redevelopment occurs remove the print and wash
briefly then place into the copper toner solution. This procedure can be repeated
several times. With each process the image will become more solarised and the
original shadow areas will take on a metallic look.
Fotospeed ST20 SEPIA TONER BLEACH can also add a further dimension to a
copper toned print. A copper toned print after being washed can be passed through
ST20 sepia bleach for 30 seconds or so and then washed. This process will shift the
copper red tone to a brighter red and generally brighten the print. It is important to
realise that when copper toning, a deposit is left on the surface of the print and prints
should be rubbed with a wad of cotton wool when they first go into the wash to
remove this deposit.
Using the same method but instead of ST20 Sepia bleach a working solution of
Fotospeed FX20 Fixer, will give the shadow areas a blue cast and move the copper
tones to a pinky hue.
When manipulating an image with these solutions, always wash the print between
each bath.
Copper Red toner will exhaust quickly, so it advisable to make up small quantities of
working solution and replace with freshly mixed concentrates as needed.
Fotospeed SLT20 SELENIUM TONER is a single concentrate diluted to make a single
working solution. Selenium toner smells strongly of ammonia and should therefore be
used in a very well ventilated area. Once the smell of ammonia can no longer be
detected then the Selenium has become exhausted. The warm purple hue associated
with selenium will depend on concentration and the type of paper being used. With
some of the RCVC papers, the selenium effect can sometimes be so subtle that only
when compared to the original print can a shift in colour be noticed, however the
increased contrast and crisping of the black areas, and the archival permanence effect
will take place.
The type and brand of paper used when producing selenium toned prints is more
crucial than with any other toner. The depth of colour can be very slight in some cases.
Resin papers are the most stubborn to react to selenium and will give the most subtle
of changes.
Split toning techniques often use Selenium toner as the subtle tone mixes well with
the stronger tones of Copper/Red, Blue and Sepia.
When used for archival permanence techniques Selenium toner should be diluted at
1+39 with water. The print should be left in the solution for approximately 10 minutes
and there will be no appreciable shift in colour.
Fotospeed AU20 GOLD TONER is so called because of the presence of gold chloride
in the solution. Gold toner will create peachy red tones on prints which have already
been sepia toned, or steely blue shades on fibre prints that have not been toned. Gold
toner will not produce gold coloured prints. To create the peach tones, sepia tone the
print in the normal way, making sure fully wash the print at the end of the process.
Then place into gold toner. Staring with the highlight areas the image will slowly turn
a rich peachy red.
Untoned B&W fibre prints placed into the gold toner will take on a cold steely blue
the black areas.
Gold toner also used for archival permanence techniques. It is supplied as a working
solution. It should not be diluted. Gold toner should be rebottled and used again. It is
most important that prints placed into Gold Toner have been very well washed prior
to immersion since contamination will reduce its longevity.
Fotospeed AD10 ANTIQUE DYE is used after sepia toning to give prints that old
fashioned nicotine stain in the borders. It can be diluted to alter the shade of yellow
required. Once the print has been passed through the solution it should not be
washed but wiped and allowed to dry.
MASKING AND TONING
Fotospeed MK50 FOTOMASK is a bright red liquid plastic which is used to protect
the applied areas from subsequent dyeing, toning, beaching, etc. It has been designed
specially for photographic emulsions and so will not leave any surface mark on the
print. It is easy to use and once applied dries quickly to form and impervious seal. To
remove Fotomask lift the edge with a piece of adhesive tape and it will peel away.
Fotomask can be applied to areas of a print so that two or more toners can be used to
give an image a duo tone effect.
Fotospeed DY15 FOTODYES
Hand tinting with fotodyes can add just a hint of colour to an image. Fotospeed
fotodyes are supplied in a kit of 11 colours and one reducer. Also the dyes will not
leave any surface mark on the print, even on glossy paper.

INSTRUCTION SHEETS
PALETTE

Multi Colour Toning Kit

Palette toner is the exciting new toning kit from Fotospeed. Using traditional
toning techniques you can create a rainbow of colours and hues. Within the kit
there are four toners - Vanadium Yellow, Titanium Yellow, Red and Blue. These
toners will produce their own natural colour plus, by using split toning techniques the tones will combine to produce a vast range of hues. For example yellow and blue makes green. Yellow toning first then blue toning creates a yellow
green tone. However Blue toning first then yellow toning will create a vibrant
solid green. Toning times will vary the depth and strength of the colour and
washing between each toning bath is important to extend the life of the toner
and to prevent cross contamination.
THE KIT
In the kit are six bottles, Vanadium Yellow Toner, Titanium Yellow Toner, Red
Toner, Blue Toner, Activator and Intensifier.
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Each of the four toners dilute 1+9 with water to make the required volume of
working solution. Each of these toners are single solution toners where bleaching and toning occurs simultaneously. There is no need to bleach the print first.
Activator needs to be added to the toner before it will work. The amount of
Activator needed is one quarter of the volume of the toner concentrate used i.e.
To make 1Ltr of toner working solution take 100mls of toner concentrate and mix
with 900mls of water this makes a 1Ltr of working solution. Now add to the 1Ltr
of working solution 25mls of undiluted Activator. The toner is now ready to use
To increase the intensity of the toner you can add Intensifier to the activated
working solution at the same rate as the Activator. When making the working
solution (1 Ltr) of blue toner add 25mls of intensifier to the solution. You do not
have to add the Intensifier but it does produce the most wonderful blue. Once
intensifier has been added it cannot be removed and the solution will be
permanently intensified.
Intensifier is only used with the Blue and Red toners. The yellow toners cannot be
intensified.
MIXING TABLE - For use with all four Toners: *Intensifier is optional and is only
added to the Red and Blue toners.
With the Activator and Intensifier, you can round down the volumes i.e. 6.25ml
make 6ml, 12.5ml make 12ml and 62.5ml make 60ml. This will not effect the
performance of the toner.
To Make:

250ml
0.25Ltr

500ml
0.5Ltr

Water
Toner Concentrate
Activator

225ml
25ml
6.25ml

450ml
50ml
12.5ml

900ml
100ml
25ml

1800ml
200ml
50ml

2250ml
250ml
62.5ml

*Intensifier

6.25ml

12.5ml

25ml

50ml

62.5ml

MIXING
TABLE

1000ml
1Ltr

2000ml
2Ltr

2500ml
2.5Ltr

Additional Requirements
You will also need a saline solution. This is easily made by adding one tablespoon
of table salt to 500ml of water. Accuracy in this mixture is not essential however
you will need to keep changing the saline solution to keep it fresh. It is also
useful to have a solution of Hypo 20% for refixing. Hypo crystals (sodium
Thiosulphate) are widely available and Fotospeed do supply many raw chemicals
including Hypo. 500gms will make 2.5Ltrs of a 20% solution, and costs £5.00 incl
VAT /postage and packing.
USAGE
Titanium Yellow:
Produces an orange/yellow tone which changes to a yellow/brown in the shadows.
This toner also has a reducing effect on the print density (particularly noticeable
in the highlights) and it is therefore advisable to over print by as much as a 1/2 stop
for this toner. Place the print to be toned into the toner and agitate gently until
the required effect is achieved. Rinse the print for 30secs and place it into a salt
bath to help clear the highlights. Wash fully after the salt bath - 2 mins for RC; 10
mins for FB. Then dry the print.
Vanadium Yellow:
Produces a bright yellow tone which only becomes noticeable when the print has
been in the wash for a minute. Place the print into the toner and agitate gently
until the desired effect achieved. Rinse the print for 30secs and place it into a salt
bath to help clear the highlights. Wash fully after the salt bath - 2 mins for RC; 10
mins for FB. Then dry the print.
Colour Solarisation can be produced with Vanadium Yellow Toner. Vanadium
seals the gelatin surface. Therefore In the toned areas no dye can be absorbed. If
a contrasting darker Fotodye is applied, only the highlights and white areas will
take up the colour, the shadow areas will remain yellow a colour solarisation is
achieved. To produce this effect immerse the toned print into a chosen dye bath,
remove and allow to dry. After dying wipe the print (on both sides) with paper
towel to remove any surface dye from the print. Always where gloves when
handling chemicals particularly when using dyes as they will stain.

Red:
This toner produces a cherry-red tone which penetrates deep into the shadow
areas the longer you leave the print in the toner. Place the print into the toner and
agitate gently until the desired effect is achieved. Rinse the print for 30 secs and
then immerse the print into a 20% Hypo solution for 1min. to clear the highlights
then fully wash the print - 2 mins for RC; 10 mins for FB. While the print is in the
wash rub the surface of the print with wet paper towel or a “J” Cloth to remove
any scum. then allow to complete washing. Dry the print.
You can use intensifier with this toner to boost the colour. It is not essential as the
toner will produce a beautiful red tone without. The addition of intensifier will
boost the colour by some 40% making it more vibrant.
Should you find crystals in the concentrate of the red toner do not worry. They
have no adverse effect on performance. The crystals may be left in the solution
or filtered, if desired and disposed to waste.
Blue:
This toner produces an iron blue tone. Immerse the print into the toner and agitate gently until the effect you want is achieved. Remove from the toner and rinse
for 30secs before placing into a salt solution for 1 min to help clear the highlights.
Return the print to the wash - 2 mins for RC and 10 mins for FB. The longer you
wash a blue toned print the more of the blue will regenerated back to B&W. It is
therefore advisable to over-blue tone a print and then allow to wash back. When
washing is complete allow the print to dry.
Intensifying a blue toned print will produce a superb blue tone and will add some
40% to the hue of the blue.
MIXING THE COLOURS - SPLIT TONING
Split toning with Palette opens whole new world to toning. It is impossible to
write down all the options open to you - there are too many. So, if you are thinking what happens if.... the answer is try it. But remember the following important
information: Always wash/rinse between stages. You can also use the Salt and
Hypo to manipulate the image tone. No harm is done to try either but keep notes
on what you do! Before you “get creative” here are a few suggestions.
Titanium Yellow and Blue: Greens
• First into the Yellow, wash and then into the Blue.
• First into the Blue, wash and then into the Yellow
Differing the times in each gives a different result. You have to try it to find out.
Red and Blue:
First into the Red, wash and then into the Blue gives red highlights and blue shadows.
Mixing Vanadium Yellow and Titanium Yellow working solutions:
Take 1 part of each of the yellow working solutions and mix together. This will
give a bright sunshine yellow. Take 1 part of Vanadium and 2 parts of Titanium
working solutions and mix together. This will give a bright slightly orange yellow.
NEVER MIX CONCENTRATES TOGETHER
KEEPING PROPERTIES
The concentrates will keep for months once opened. The working solutions keep as follows:
Titanium Yellow & Vanadium Yellow - Can be rebottled and will keep for 3 to 4 weeks.
Red - Can be rebottled and will keep for 2 to 3 weeks. A sediment will form.
Ignore it or filter it. It will have no effect on the efficiency of the toner.
Blue - Will not keep for further use. Therefore only make up the working solution
required.

ST20

Vario Odourless Sepia Toner

Fotospeed ST20 Odourless Vario Sepia Toner can produce a wide range of sepia tones
on Fibre and Resin Coated B&W papers. It comprises three parts : Part 1 - Bleach ; Part
2 - Toner ; Part 3 - Toner Additive. Parts 1 and 2 mix separately to make two working
solutions with Part 3 being added in it’s concentrated form to Part 2 working solution
to adjust the shade of sepia required. Part 3 is needed to activate the toner.
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Part 1 : Bleach - Dilute 1+9 with water to make the volume of working strength
solution required. Should you wish the bleaching time to be faster or slower make up
the solution stronger for faster bleaching and more dilute for slower bleaching.
Part 2 : Toner - Dilute 1+9 with water to make the volume of working strength
solution required.
Part 3 : Toner Additive - This should be added, without dilution, directly to part 2
working solution in the quantity required to produce the shade of sepia required. The
table gives a GUIDE to requirements. The additive can also be used to replenish the
toning solution to hold the desired hue of sepia.
USAGE
mls of pt3 / Ltr. working pt2
COLOUR
Ensure that the print to
be toned has been fully
Yellow/brown
5
fixed and washed. Dry
Sepia
15
prints should be soaked
MID BROWN
30
in water to ensure that
brown
75
the emulsion is fully wet.
DARK BROWN
100
This takes one minute.
1. Place the print in the bleach bath and agitate gently. Bleaching times may vary
according to paper type. Complete bleaching of a print, to the point where there is no
‘black’ image apparent, can take up to 2 minutes. Prints may be removed from the
bleach at any time without waiting for full bleaching to take place. The toner will only
tone silver that has been bleached, any remaining silver from partial bleaching will
stay as silver black and can add character to the final sepia toned print. After
bleaching rinse the print well in running water for 2 minutesfor RC and 5 minutes for
FB to remove all traces of the bleach.
2. Place the bleached print into the tray of Sepia Toner with the required amount of
additive and agitate well for about one minute to fully tone the print.
3. Remove the print and wash for 3 mins for RC and 15 mins for FB and dry in the
normal manner. Both the Bleach and Sepia Toner working solutions can be kept for
reuse in airtight containers.
CAPACITY
Each litre of working solution should process 30 - 8x10in prints, depending on paper
and image.
PRINT QUALITY
If there is doubt that the print to be toned has been fixed and washed thoroughly, it
should be refixed and washed fully before toning. Staining on the toned print can
result from the print having been inadequately fixed and washed beforehand.
Variable Contrast papers may require the bleaching time to be extended over those
published. Alternatively, the bleach can be diluted 1+7 (or stronger) to reduce the time
required in this solution for variable contrast papers. A properly sepia toned print will
be archivally permanent.
The whole procedure should be done under normal room or daylight conditions.

ST10

NON Vario Odourless Sepia Toner

Fotospeed ST10 NON Vario Sepia Toner is an odourless toner which will produce a
fixed sepia tone on both Fibre and Resin Coated B&W papers. It comprises two parts:
Part1 - Bleach & Part 2 - Toner. Each part mixes separately to make two working
solutions. This toner will give a traditional sepia colour with no control over the colour.
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Part 1: Bleach - Dilute 1+9 with water to make the volume of working solution.
Part 2: Toner - Dilute 1+9 with water to make the volume of working solution.
USAGE
Having selected the print to be toned ensure that it has been fully fixed and washed.
In the case of dry prints, first soak them in water for 1 minute to ensure even take up
of bleach.
1. Place the print in the bleach bath and agitate gently. Bleaching times may vary
according to paper type.
2. After bleaching, place the print into running water for 1 minute for RC paper and
5 minutes for fibre paper.
3. Place the print into the toner bath, agitate gently and observe the image
reconstructing. Full toning will be completed in 1 minute with fresh solution.
4. Finally wash the print in running water. Wash RC papers for 2 minutes and fibre
papers for 20 minutes.
CAPACITY
Both the Bleach and Toner working solutions can be kept for reuse in airtight
containers. Both solutions will however deteriorate once used and a slow-down in
activity should be anticipated together with a colour shift in the toner on
subsequent prints. To maintain consistency of sepia tone, it is advisable to make up
only small quantities (approx. 200mls) of working solution at a time. After putting
5 - 8x10 prints through 200mls of solution, it will become exhausted. Each litre should
process 25 - 8x10 prints assuming average density.
PRINT QUALITY
If there is any doubt that the print to be toned has been fully fixed and washed, it
should be refixed and rewashed thoroughly before beginning toning. Staining on a
toned print can result from the print having been inadequately fixed and washed
beforehand.
Variable contrast papers may be slow to react with the bleach. If this occurs extend the
bleaching time or make the bleach more concentrated.
The whole procedure should be done under normal room or daylight conditions.

COTTS

Finger ‘Condoms’

It is advisable when using chemicals to wear some protection for your fingers. Gloves
are sometimes inconvenient and cumbersome. So, welcome to something that covers
only the fingers, Finger Cotts, fantastic protection for fingers. Very easy to put on and
take off and reuseable.

AD10

Antique Dye

Antique Dye AD10 gives a sepia toned print that ancient mature look. Modern papers
have white highlights. Old prints have ‘nicotine’ stained highlights. Antique dye
enables you to recreate the old look of the prints of yester-year. A single solution,
that is very simple to use but very effective.
USAGE
While the process is most effective with sepia tones prints, it can be used with straight
black and white prints. Ensure that the print has been fully washed prior to Antique
Dying since the print should NOT to be wash after, but simply wiped with tissue and
allowed to dry naturally.
Dilute the AD10 from 1+9 to 1+29 according to personal taste and place the print into
the solution. Observe the slow change and remove when the effect required has been
achieved.
Do not wash or rinse. Only wipe the surface dye off the print and allow to dry
naturally. Rebottle solution for reuse.

RT20

Copper/Red Toner

Fotospeed RT20 Copper/Red Toner is a liquid toner which is supplied in a two part
concentrate that makes a single working solution. It is specifically designed for the
toning of Fibre and Resin Coated B&W papers. The shade of the Copper/Red tone is
adjusted by the length of time the print is allowed to stay in the working solution.
The longer it remains in the solution the more toned it becomes.
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS & USAGE
Part 1: Dilute 1+4 with water to make half the volume of working solution required.
Part 2: Dilute 1+4 with water to make half the volume of working solution required.
Pour the two diluted solutions into the same processing dish and ensure that they are
well mixed together. The toner is now ready to use.
Prints for Copper/Red toning should ideally be up to 15% denser than normal to
compensate for the slight reducing effect of this toner.
Having selected the print to be toned ensure that it has been fully fixed and washed.
In the case of dry prints first soak them in water to ensure that the emulsion is fully
wet. This takes about one minute. Now put the print into the dish of toner working
solution and agitate it gently. The toning time takes anything from 1 minute to a
maximum of 10 minutes when no further toning will take place.
You will have to decide the shade of tone you require by observing the change in
colour and removing your print from the solution when ready.
Now fully wash the print for 5 minutes for resin coated papers and for 15 minutes for fibre

based papers. Dry in the normal manner. Wipe the surface of the print with wet paper
towel while it is in the wash to remove the scum deposited during the toning process.
STORAGE
Working solutions do not keep. Concentrates keep for at least one year in sealed bottles.
The whole procedure should be done under normal room or daylight conditions.

BT20

Blue Toner

Fotospeed BT20 Blue Toner is an odourless single bath toner which is supplied in
three concentrates. These concentrates are mixed together with water to make a
single working solution as per the table below.
WORKING SOLUTION(mls)
4000
3200
2400
2000
1200
1000
600
200
120

WATER (ml)
2500
2000
1500
1250
750
625
375
125
75

PART1 (ml)
500
400
300
250
150
125
75
25
15

PART2 (ml)
500
400
300
250
150
125
75
25
15

PART3 (ml)
500
400
300
250
150
125
75
25
15

MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
The kit consists of 3 parts and the table below shows the mixing sequence with equal
amounts of each part.
TONING B&W PAPERS
Ensure that the print has been well fixed and very well washed before toning.
Mix up the required amount of working solution according to the table and pour into
a processing tray. Place the print in the toning solution and agitate gently until the
depth of tone is visually reached. Remove and wash well for 3 minutes or until the
yellow stain has come out of the whites. A salt bath can be used to speed the removal
of the yellow ‘stain’ from the highlights but wash well after. Dry the print naturally.
TONING B&W FILMS
Where possible ensure that the film is of optimum density and has been properly fixed
and washed. Before toning dry film, soak them for about 2 minutes in water.
Toning takes between 2-10 minutes depending on the density of the film image.
For lengths of film such as 135/36 Exp. or 120/12Exp place the film before wetting into
a tank spiral as for normal processing. In the case of pieces of film and sheet film then
tray process.
Fill the spiral tank with the required volume of toner to submerge the spiral and
agitate the spiral in the open tank continuously in both directions. Examine intermittently. A light blue ‘fog’ may appear during toning but this will disappear during the
washing sequence.
Now wash the film for 5 minutes under running water and preferably use a rinse aid
such as Fotospeed RA50 Rinse Aid in the final 30 seconds to ensure perfect uniform
drying without streaking. Do not over wash the film since the toner will gradually
wash out if the film is over washed.
INTENSIFYING (DARKENING) THE BLUE TONE
After toning and washing, the print can then be placed into B&W print developer
diluted 1+9 for 2 minutes. The blue tone will completely disappear. Then wash for 1
minute and retone following the same procedure. The result will be an intensified
blue tone. This procedure can be repeated several times to continue the intensification
process. Prints for Blue Toning can be made lighter to compensate for the addition of
density during the toning process.
INTENSIFYING (BRIGHTENING) THE BLUE TONE
Place the toned print into normal fixer diluted at 1+4 for one minute. This will remove
the blue tone leaving a ‘ghost; blue in the highlights. Then place the print into
running water for 1 minute. If you like the image then dry to keep. Otherwise now
place the print back into the blue toner and retone. The blue comes back brighter.
The fixing process can be repeated and the print reblue toned for an even brighter
result. Finally wash and dry.
CAPACITY
One litre of working solution will tone 6-135/36 Exp black & white films or the
equivalent of 20 sheets 8x10in black and white paper. Once the toner darkens discard
and replace.
STORAGE
The working solution will not keep. Concentrates of the three parts will keep for up
to two years in full tightly cappedbottles and for about three months in half full
capped bottles.
The whole procedure should be done under normal room or daylight conditions.

SLT20

Selenium Toner

Fotospeed SLT20 Selenium Toner is a liquid toner which is supplied in a single part
concentrate. It is specifically designed for the toning of Fibre and Resin Coated B&W
papers to produce a wide range of subtle warm purple black tones or at higher
dilutions for Archival Permanence techniques. The shade of the tone is adjusted by
dilution and the length of time the print is allowed to stay in the working solution. The
longer it remains in the solution the more toned it becomes. Resin coated papers can be
slow to react with selenium, particularly the variable contrast papers. Papers with
chlorobromide emulsions are the exception and will produce very effective results.
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
Dilute from 1+3 to 1+12 with water to make the volume of working solution required
depending on the speed and depth of tone required and the type of paper to be
toned.
Having selected the print to be toned ensure that it has been fully fixed and washed.
In the case of dry prints first soak them in water to ensure that the emulsion is fully
wet. This takes about one minute.
Now put the print into the dish of toner working solution and agitate it gently. The
toning time takes anything from 1 minute to 15 minutes depending on the shade of
tone required.
Now fully wash the print for 5 minutes for resin coated papers and for 20 minutes for
fibre based papers. Dry in the normal manner.
Resin coated papers can be slow to react with selenium toner. With this type of paper
mix the working solution at the lower dilution (1+3) and use a temperature of 25ºC if
necessary to assist the process.
ARCHIVAL PERMANENCE TECHNIQUE
Dilute 1+39 with water to make the volume of working solution required. Follow the
instructions as above for toning in mixing instructions. Archival Permanence can be
achieved with no appreciable change to the original tone of the print.
STORAGE
The working solution will keep for 2 months in a bottle and for at least a week in the
open dish. Concentrates will keep for at least one year in the original bottle.
The whole procedure should be done under normal room or daylight conditions.

Gold Toner

AU20

Fotospeed AU20 Gold Toner is a single working solution and should NOT be further
diluted. On RC prints Gold Toner shows little or no steel blue hue. Fibre prints will
exhibit this cold blue hue. RC prints first require sepia toning, washing and then gold
toning to replace the sepia with a reddish/peachy tone - also works on fibre.
MIXING INSTRUCTIONS
The solution is supplied as a working solution and should be used directly from the
bottle. Used on prints (RC or FB) that have been sepia toned, washed, then placed into
the Gold Toner, a rich red/peachy tone will slowly produce in the highlights and
midtones. The longer the print is left in the toner the redder the tone will become.
On B&W fibre papers, a previously untoned print left in the solution for 20 minutes
will take on a distinctive steely blue tone. Used on an untoned B&W RC print it will
make the print archivally permanent but with little or no change in tone.
The toner should be returned to the bottle for storage after each session. It can be
used until it no longer tones which is approx. 60 - 8x10’s.
STORAGE
Fotospeed AU20 in a full, tightly capped bottle will keep for several years.

Fotodyes

DY15

Fotospeed DY15 Fotodyes are designed to be used on any photographic emulsion. As
true dyes, they are completely absorbed by the emulsion leaving no surface marking.
The dyes come in 11 different colours with one reducer. All the dyes can be fully
intermixed and /or diluted to produce any colour or shade required. The dyes are
extremely concentrated and caution should initially be exercised when diluting for
use. It is very rare to use the dye undiluted except to colour 35mm title slides.
When using for the first time, we suggest you test the strength of colour on scrap
prints. As a first test use 3 drops of dye to 1 teaspoon of water. You can then see the
effect of stronger colour by adding more drops of dye.
APPLICATION
To obtain the best results prepare the surface by wiping over with a 2% solution of
wetting agent such as Fotospeed RA50 but removing surface moisture before
applying the dyes. While this step is not essential it will assist in even dye take-up
particularly on large areas.
Although these dyes are water soluble, it is difficult to remove them with water since
they are absorbed by the emulsion. The dye can be completely removed by using the
Reducing Agent in the kit undiluted with a cotton bud. After removing the dye
remove the surplus reducer with damp cotton wool before drying the print.
COLOUR PRINTS
To add strength to weak areas use a dilute solution of the required colour. Use a
cotton wool swab for large areas but remove surplus dye with slightly damp cotton
wool to prevent uneven run down. These dyes are ideal for retouching colour prints
as no surface mark will be left by the dye.
BLACK AND WHITE PRINTS
The techniques described for colour prints can be used to hand colour B&W prints.
Where toning has been used the Fotodyes can add selective subtle colour to small
areas of the print. For retouching untoned black and white prints the Fotospeed DY10
B&W Retouch Kit is more suitable.
COLOUR TRANSPARENCIES
Off colour transparencies will be greatly improved by immersion in a dye bath complimentary colour, but do remove surplus dye before drying.
RINSING AND DRYING
If large areas have been dyed whilst others have been kept dry with Fotomask remove
the Fotomask before drying and wet the complete print or film to avoid cockling
during drying. This step is not necessary if only small areas have been dyed or spotted.
OTHER USES FOR FOTODYES
Undiluted, these dyes are ideal drawing inks of greater purity and brilliance than waterproof inks. Containing no fluorescence, they photograph true to colour. Diluted and
applied by airbrush they are used to produce coloured showcards, exhibition signs, etc.
The dyes are in a highly concentrated form, however where greater saturation is
required, add 0.5% of Acetic Acid to the dye which will increase saturation by up to 50%.
Do not dilute the black dye. All other colours can be diluted to form pastel colours. All
colours can be intermixed to produce a limitless range of colours.

B&W Retouch Kit

DY10

Fotospeed DY10 B&W Retouch Kit is suitable for use on all black and white prints. The
kit can be used to add density by using the dyes, or to remove density with the silver
image bleach. The silver image bleach can be used to remove either small black spots
or large areas that are not required in the finished print.
The kit contains silver image bleach, black dye, grey dye and burnt sienna dye. The
dyes leave no surface marking.

Fotomask

MK50

APPLICATION
For protecting areas of a print from toning or dying. Being bright red it is easy to see
where it is being applied. The red pigment will not stain or discolour photographic
emulsion. By brush, using bold strokes flowing it towards the required outline.
Fotomask has good surface tension and resistance properties, therefore only the
thinnest coat is needed. Avoid over brushing, which due to the rapid drying
characteristics will cause lifting and sticking. If this should occur or the brush becomes
sticky, simply dip the brush in Fotomask Brush Cleaner until pliable and continue.
REMOVAL
To remove Fotomask simply attach a piece of adhesive tape or similar to the edge of
the Fotomask and peel off in one sheet. If you have toned the print always ensure that
you re-soak the area under the mask before drying the print to avoid cockling.
OTHER USES
Fotomask has been found useful to cocoon printed blocks, also to protect precision
metal surfaces from the effects of pollution and oxidisation. It is also used to protect
optical surfaces and as a printed circuit etch resist. Its instant removal without solvents
is a great advantage over traditional greases and waxes.
Fotomask must not be used in an airbrush. Do not use the Brush Cleaner to dilute
Fotomask as this will prevent it stripping.
CAUTION - Fotomask will bond permanently to some plastics.

MKS50

Fotomask Brush Cleaner

During the application of Fotomask, brushes will become sticky and they should
therefore be occasionally cleaned in this solution to keep them pliable. After using
brushes to apply Fotomask they should be cleaned in this solution by inserting the
brush into the can of brush cleaner. Do not decant the cleaner.
Do not use the Brush Cleaner to dilute Fotomask as this will prevent it stripping.
CAUTION - Both these products are highly flammable and must not be used near
naked flames or in confined spaces. Replace caps when not in use.

OTHER

Fotospeed PRODUCTS

Fotospeed manufacture a comprehensive range of Alternative processes such as :
Argyrotype • Cyanotype • Bromoil • Salt printing • Gum Bichromate
These are all available either as kits or by the separate elements. Each kit comes
with everything needed to get going and comprehensive instructions.
Also we now offer a complete range of Raw Chemistry. Our raw chemistry listing
includes the not so usual chemicals you sometimes want but cannot find without
applying for a mortgage. Our prices are very competitive.
High quality B&W chemistry is available in small and bulk quantities from Fotospeed.
If you are not using it take this opportunity to try it.
Colour chemistry - 3 BathE6, RA4 - both high temp and room temp, C41, R3 and
our very own CPS100 Colour Print Brightener.
Fotospeed InkJet papers designed for photographers! We have a range of unique
textured EG Extended Gamut papers including two types of coated linen for inkjet
printers. All papers are heavy weight papers specifically for photo realistic applications.
We also do a range of InkFlow systems for Epson and Canon printers

Fotospeed B+W Papers
RCVC
LITH

Resin Coated Chlorobromide Variable Contrast. Excellent for toning and
available in Glossy or Oyster surfaces.
Fibre Based D/W Paper for Lith Printing with an eggshell surface

Fotospeed, Unit 6b, Park Lane Industrial Estate, Corsham, WILTS SN13 9LG. U.K.
Tel :+44(0)1249 714555 Fax :+44 (0)1249 714999

sales@fotospeed.com
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